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Extended abstract 

Sources of a complex mix of weak electric and magnetic fields include generation 

and transmission of electricity, domestic appliances and industrial equipment, 

telecommunications and broadcasting. If these electromagnetic waves are not 

isolated effectively, they will cause interference with each other and result in 

technical errors. Metal is considered to be the best electromagnetic shielding 

material due its conductivity and permeability, but it is expensive, heavy, and may 

also have thermal expansion and metal oxidation, or corrosion problems associated 

with its use. In contrast, most synthetic fabrics are electrically insulating and 

transparent to electromagnetic radiation [1]. In recent years, conductive fabrics have 

obtained increased attention for electromagnetic shielding and anti-electrostatic 

purposes. This is mainly due to their desirable flexibility and light weight. One way in 

which conductive fabrics can be created is by using electrically conductive fibers. 

They can be produced in filament or staple lengths and can be mixed with traditional 

non-conductive fibers to create hybrid yarns that possess varying degrees of 

conductivity. Second option is to use fibers with deposition of metallic layer on their 

surface. 

In this paper, the Twill 2/2 woven fabrics with different content of conductive 

component (Inox staple fibers) in hybrid polypropylene yarns and special nonwovens 

MILIFE with surface coated with copper are investigated. Hybrid yarns were 

composed of polypropylene and different content of staple stainless steel metal fiber 

(1 - 75 %). The aspect ratio (length/diameter ratio, l/d) of the SS is 6250 used in this 

study, since the diameter of the SS is 8 μm and the fiber length of the SS is 50 mm. 

The yarn was designed at two levels of fineness: 25 and 51 tex. See Fig. 1 for 

microscopic image of hybrid yarn. 

  

(a)  (b)  

Figure 1. Microscopic images of chosen hybrid yarns containing: (a) 1% of 

stainless steel fibre, (b) 5% of stainless steel fibre. 



 

 

A set of fabrics with different structure (woven, knitted) was designed. First group 

(a) of samples were twill weaves with weft and warp fineness 51 tex - warp sett 20 

1/cm, weft sett 19 1/cm made of the hybrid yarn containing different portion of 

conductive phase. The second group (b) of samples were twill weaves with identical 

structure containing a so-called conductive grid made of hybrid yarn with constant 

portion of conductive phase and different grid openness. So-called nonconductive 

bottom is formed by 100% Co yarn. Third group (c) of samples were twill weaves with 

identical structure containing a so-called conductive grid made with constant grid 

openness made of hybrid yarns containing different portion of metal fiber. Fourth 

group of samples (d) were flat stitch fabrics (yarn fineness 25 tex, conductive 

component content 1 – 20%). A 100% polyester filament cross laminated composite 

nonwovens MILIFE combines machine direction and cross direction oriented 

nonwovens layers [2]. MILIFE (abbreviation Mis – see fig. 2a) has a unique structure 

which allows it to be easily customized through a variety of value added processes 

including surface metallization and lamination with other materials (paper, film, 

other nonwovens, etc.). For metallization of MILIFE (sample Mic) the plasma 

pretreatment with autocatalytic activation and metallization in strong alkali bath at 

ambient temperature was used. Sample Mic was prepared by metallization from 

copper salt, consumption of copper 3 g m-2. The structure of Mic at higher 

magnification is shown in fig 2b. 
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Figure 2. a) Sample MIs, b) Sample Mic (higher magnification) 

Electromagnetic shielding was characterized by the attenuation of electromagnetic 

field power density by using of own simple device, according to the ASTM D 4935-10 

and by free space method. The dependence of total shielding effectiveness (SE) of 

hybrid fabrics on the metal content and construction parameters is shown in Fig. 3 

and shielding effectiveness of MIc and MIs nonwovens are given in the tab.1. 

 



 

 

 
Table 1. Mean values and CI for sample MIs and MIc. 

Sample 

Electromagnetic shielding effectiveness SE [dB] 

f = 600 MHz f = 1 GHz f = 1.5 GHz 

x  CI x  CI x  CI 

MIs 0 - 0 - 0 - 

MIc 48.52 
45.52 - 

51.52 
49.5 

46.5 - 

52.5 
47.5 

44.5 - 

50.5 
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Figure 3. The dependence of total shielding effectiveness SE on the percentage 

of conductive component P or opening size of conductive grid for: (a) group no. 

1, (b) group no. 2, (c) group no. 3, (d) group no. 4. 

 

The electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of surface metallized MILIFE MIc is 

extraordinarily high for all frequencies due to mainly electromagnetic waves 

reflection. By a proper selection of fabrics with diverse structure, different portion 

and different placement of hybrid yarn containing extremely fine metal fibers the 

electromagnetic shielding effectiveness I shielding is very good as well. 

It was experimentally verified that designed fabrics with increased resistivity to 

electromagnetic smog fulfill requirements for wearing thermo-physiological 

comfort. Negative effect of addition of metal fiber causes decrease of abrasion 

resistance of fabric. 
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